PWD MINISTER CALLS FOR JUDICIOUS USE OF WATER

Panaji: - November 28, 2017
Agrahayana 7, 1939

Minister for PWD Shri Sudhin Dhavlikar has stressed the need to make judicious use of water. He said government has plans to provide water tank for storage of water to every household in the state.

Shri Dhavlikar was speaking as the chief guest after inaugurating water tank 650m3 OHR and 300m3 GLR built by PWD at a function held at Carrem – Socorro in Bardez Taluka yesterday.

Minister for Information and Technology, Shri Rohan Khaunte, Zilla Panchayat Member, Smt. Vaishali Satardekar, Sarpanch of Village Panchayat Socorro, Shri Sandeep Vazarkar, Penha De Franca ZP Member Shri Gupesh Naik, Salvador De Mundo Sarpanch, Sandeep Salgaonkar, Penha de Franca Sarpanch, Salvador De Mundo Sarpanch, Sandeep Salgaonkar, Penha de Franca Sarpanch, Swarnal Chodankar, Panch Members of Village Panchayat Succorro, PWD Engineer were present at the function.

Shri Dhavlikar said that this water tank will easily cater to the needs of people of Succoro area. He also stressed on importance of avoiding wastage of water.

Shri Dhavlikar further said that Dream of providing 24x7 tapped water supply to every household would be attained soon with the setting up of water treatment plant in many parts of state of Goa. Government he said will also provide water tank for storage of water to every household depending on the requirement of the family he added. He also informed that around Rs 50,000 Crores developmental work are carried out in the area of sewerage, National Highway and augmentation of water supply in Goa.

Speaking on the occasion Shri Khaunte said that this water tank will provide some relief to the villagers from the water shortage problem faced by people of Carrem, Vadekar Gaunswada, Maina and surrounding area of Succor. Government will soon construct two more tanks at Succor and O’coqueiro Junction respectively which will also solve the water scarcity problem in these areas.

Shri Khaunte further informed that Village panchayat of Socorro will provide every household with two dust bin to collect wet and dry waste for
disposal of garbage and at the same time appealed people to do proper segregation of garbage. Dream to make Porvorim “Cleaner Greener” will be fulfilled if we work hand in hand he asserted. He sought the cooperation of the people to accomplish this goal.

Smt Satardekar thanked local MLA Shri Khaunte and also expressed the hope that their MLA would also solve the problems of people in respect of providing basic amenities.

Shri Sandeep Vazarkar welcomed the gathering while Shri Vijayanand Raut compered the programme.